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 How To: Install KPRO on your 03-05 k24a4 Accord

This was just my experience but it will give you an idea of what you might expect when adding KPRO to your 03-05 k24a4 Accord. Its a different approach with
the Accord since you end up running 2 ECUs and routing functions to each one. One controls the vitals of the engine and such, while the other controls things like
the AC, Speedo etc. 

The stock ECU lies behind the cubby in the center console. You can get to it by go through the passenger side. 1 clip holds the plastic cover in place. 

My parts list:
1 of these : 02-4 RSX ECU (Base or S) - EP3 Civic Si ECU appx $200
1 of these : 02-04 RSX (Base or S) - EP3 Civic Si - 04-05 Civic D17 Wideband o2 sensor $200-$300
KPRO : $1000
Kpro Dual Harness: (Cham may still make them) $350
Soldering Iron 
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Heat Shrink
Solder
Bullet Connectors
Butane Torch
16g Wire
o2 Sensor note: The Accord o2 sensor plug is FEMALE while the RSX and EP3 sensor is MALE
You can use BUTT CONNECTORS (yes, I said butt connectors as T1 Race Development advised me wouldn't hurt anything) to splice in a FEMALE plug to the new
sensor since soldering them properly is 
almost impossible. (notice I say PROPERLY) It is possible to fool with it long enough to stick a little bit of solder (as I did the first time on mine) but it wasn't as
solid as I felt it should be. This is due to the o2 sensor using stainless steel wiring, as opposed to standard copper wiring found in the rest of the cars wiring. This
is what makes it so hard to solder o2 sensor wiring.

other o2 option:create (or buy) a FEMALE-FEMALE o2 extension. This makes everything a plug and play experience and makes things faster. I ended up doing
this on round 2 when my 1st o2 sensor went bad (it was used when I got it)

My parts list for making the female-female o2 extension:
4 Injector Dynamics Injector pins (same as female pins on Honda o2 sensor plug)
Crimping Tool
2 female plugs

My o2 Extension:
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Props to T1 Race Development for this

Expect to spend anywhere between $1500-$2000 to go KPRO. This depends on if you do all your labor, pay a shop to do it and also how cheap you find the
sensor, ecu and KPRO. I know some shops sell KPRO a bit under $1000

As Tim on Elitecm.net has said before: This mod is only for those looking to make a good chunk of power down the road. Whether its a big all motor build or
forced induction. 

I do not advocate anyone to go do all this just to squeeze and extra 10whp from a bolt on affair car. In that case spray a 35shot of nitrous for $500 and call it a
day 

For those wanting to know the kpro process , here it is

My kpro install was a bit different than other Accord Kpro installs because my harness did NOT come with the VTC- and VTC+ wires ready to be ran into the
engine bay. 
Before we continue , I want to make you aware that I will be referring to pins as a letter followed by a number (ex: b1) The letter means the plug, and the
number means the pin on the plug. 

Here are the Accord ECU Diagrams so you get an idea of what im talking about: 

Note: The Manual ECU only uses plugs A B and E. While the AUTO uses C and D in addition to those, in order to control the transmission.

SESA281444
Typewriter
Note JL: when looking at male PCM pins, A is on left (toward rear of vehicle if looking through passenger door as-installed), E is on right (toward firewall)
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Cham (the creator of the dual harness) told me on the phone he was trying something new on mine that may or may not work. Well it didnt work 100% but did
50% . It saved me from cutting the VTC+ wire at the solenoid on the motor and required me to run only 1 wire (VTC -) into the bay.

I initially tried the harness as it was shipped to me but immediately it popped a P0010 code for VTC Oil Control Solenoid

Turns out that Cham had both B23 (vtc -) B1(vtc +)wires going to B1 pin. 
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